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Abstract. The concept of a balanced near semiring was introduced by the authors in [5] in or-
der to describe ring-like structures derived by means of lattices with involution, in particular with
complementation. Now we show that every such balanced near semiring has an underlying struc-
ture which is a Boolean algebra. Based on this result, we describe ideals of these near semirings.
A natural one-to-one correspondence between ideals and congruences is established.
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As definition of a semiring, we take that of [7] resp. [9]. However, also other
non-equivalent definitions can be found in the literature, but the present one is the
most appropriate for our reasons because it corresponds in certain sense with various
so-called quantum structures, see also [4]. The problem is that in these structures
multiplication need not be associative and left distributivity need not be satisfied.
This motivated us to introduce the concept of a near semiring, see [4] and [5], which
bears some advantages of semirings but the mentioned properties are neglected.
In [5] we investigated mainly near semirings which are, moreover, equipped with
an involution and can be derived from lattices having an antitone involution. In some
particular cases for lattices with sectional involutions or for ortholattices (see e.g.
[1]), we obtained interesting results. Hence, the natural question concerns algebraic
constructions of these near semirings, in particular their factorization by congruences.
This motivated us to study when a congruence on such an enriched near semiring
is determined by its 0-class which is called the congruence kernel. Our first task
is to describe the properties of these kernels and to introduce ideals which should
correspond to congruences. For this sake, it was useful to reveal the structure of the
underlying lattice which turns out to be a Boolean algebra. With this observation in
hand, we can use the knowledge on congruences and ideals on Boolean algebras in
order to obtain similar results for balanced near semirings.
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Definition 1. A near semiring is an algebra .R;C; ;0;1/ of type .2;2;0;0/ such
that .R;C;0/ is a commutative monoid and the following identities are satisfied:
 .xCy/´ x´Cy´,
 x0 0x  0,
 x1 1x  x.
A near semiring .R;C; ;0;1/ is called idempotent if it satisfies the identity xCx x.
Let .R;C; ;0;1/ be an idempotent near semiring. Then .R;C/ is a semilattice
which will be considered as a join-semilattice. The corresponding partial order rela-
tion  is then defined by x  y if xCy D y (x;y 2R). It will be called the induced
order of .R;C; ;0;1/. Clearly, 0 is the least element with respect to this order. A un-
ary operation 0 on R is called an antitone involution on .R;/ if both x  y implies
y0  x0 (for x;y 2R) and the identity .x0/0 x is satisfied. Let 0 be an antitone invol-
ution on .R;/ and put R WD .R;C; ;0 ;0;1/. If one defines x^y WD .x0Cy0/0 for all
x;y 2 R then .R;C;^/ is a lattice with smallest element 0. The algebra R is called
an ortho near semiring if it satisfies the identity xCx0  00. Let R be an ortho near
semiring. Then .R;C;^;0 ;0;00/ is an ortholattice since also the identity x^x0  0
is satisfied due to the De Morgan laws. We denote this ortholattice by L.R/ and
call it the ortholattice corresponding to R. The algebra R is called a balanced near
semiring if it satisfies the identities
00  1 and ..xCy/0Cy/0Cx  x:
This is the case if and only if the corresponding ortholattice L.R/ satisfies the iden-
tities 00  1 and
..x_y/^y0/_x  x: (0.1)
In what follows we are going to specify the ortholattice corresponding to a bal-
anced near semiring R. For this sake we use the method developed by the first author
and R. Padmanabhan in [6]. In fact, this result is implicitely contained in [2], but in a
rather modified version and with different assumptions. For the reader’s convenience
we provide the full proof.
Theorem 1. An ortholattice LD .L;_;^;0 ;0;1/ is a Boolean algebra if and only
if it satisfies (0.1).
Proof. In accordance with (0.1) we have
x^ .x0_y/ ..y_x0/^x/^ ...y_x0/^x/_y/ ..y_x0/^x/^y  x^y;
i.e.
x^ .x0_y/ x^y: (0.2)
Due to the De Morgan laws also the following holds:
x_ .x0^y/ x_y: (0.3)
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Now (0.3) and (0.2) imply
.x^y/_´ ´_ .x^y/ ´_ .´0^ .x^y// ´_ ..´0^x/^y/
 ´_ ..´0^ .´_x//^y/ ´_ .´0^ ..x_´/^y// ´_ ..x_´/^y/
 ..x_´/^y/_´;
i.e.
.x^y/_´ ..x_´/^y/_´: (0.4)
Due to the De Morgan laws,
.x_y/^´ ..x^´/_y/^´: (0.5)
Now (0.5) and (0.4) imply
.x_y/^´ ..x^´/_y/^´ .x^´/_ ...x^´/_y/^´/
 ..y_ .x^´//^´/_ .x^´/ .y^´/_ .x^´/ .x^´/_ .y^´/:
Hence L is a distributive ortholattice, i.e. a Boolean algebra. The converse statement
is evident. 
Corollary 1. An ortho near semiring R D .R;C; ;0 ;0;1/ is a balanced near
semiring if and only if it satisfies the identity 00 1 and its corresponding ortholattice
L.R/ is a Boolean algebra.
Example 1. Every Boolean algebra .B;_;^;0 ;0;1/ is a balanced near semiring
whose multiplication coincides with the operation of lattice meet.
There exist balanced near semirings whose multiplication does not coincide with
the meet operation of the corresponding Boolean algebra as can be seen from the
following example:
Example 2. If BD .B;_;^;0 ;0;1/ is a Boolean algebra and
xy WD

x^y if fx;yg\f0;1g ¤¿ and
y otherwise
then .B;_; ;0 ;0;1/ is a balanced near semiring different from B in case jBj> 2. This
can be seen as follows: Let a;b;c 2 B . It is easy to check that .aC b/c D acC bc
in case fa;b;cg\ f0;1g ¤ ¿. If fa;b;cg\ f0;1g D ¿ then we have aC b ¤ 0 and
hence .aC b/c D c D cC c D acC bc. Moreover, in case jBj > 2 we have aa0 D
a0 ¤ 0D a^a0 if a¤ 0;1.
Theorem 2. The balanced near semiring R D .R;C; ;0 ;0;1/ of Example 2 is
simple.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume jRj > 2. Let L.R/ D .R;_;^;0 ;0;1/,
 2 ConR and .a;b/ 2 with a¤ b.
Put c WD a^ b and d WD a_ b. Then .c;d/ 2  and c < d . Put e WD c _d 0. Then
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.e;1/ 2. Now e D 1 would imply c D .c_d/^ .c_d 0/D c_d  d , a contradic-
tion. Therefore e ¤ 1. If e D 0 then .x;1/D .x_0;x_1/ 2 for all x 2 R which
impliesDR2. Hence assume e¤ 0. Then .x;e/D .x1;xe/2 for all x 2Rnf0g.
Moreover, e0 2R n f0g and .e0;0/D .1^ e0; e^ e0/ 2. This shows  DR2 also in
this case completing the proof of the theorem. 
It was shown by the authors in [5] that balanced near semirings R are congruence
regular, i.e. every congruence  on R is fully determined by every single class Œa,
in particular by its 0-class Œ0 which is called the kernel of. Hence, by describing
congruence kernels we in fact obtain a complete description of the congruences on
R.
Remark 1. A non-empty subset I of the base set B of a Boolean algebra B D
.B;_;^;0 ; 0;1/ is called a Boolean ideal of B if it satisfies the following conditions
for all a;b 2 B:
 a 2 I implies a^b 2 I ,
 a;b 2 I implies a_b 2 I .
Let IdB denote the set of all Boolean ideals of B, IdB the lattice .IdB;/ of all
Boolean ideals of B, ConB the set of all congruences on B and ConB the congruence
lattice .ConB;/ of B. It is well-known (see e.g. [8]) that  7! Œ0 and I 7!
.I / WD f.x;y/ 2 B2 j .x^y0/_ .x0^y/ 2 I g are mutually inverse isomorphisms
between ConB and IdB.
Now we define ideals in balanced near semirings.
Definition 2. Let R D .R;C; ;0 ;0;1/ be a balanced near semiring and I a non-
empty subset of R. Then I is called an ideal of R if it satisfies the following condi-
tions for all a;b;c 2R:
(i) a 2 I implies .a0Cb/0 2 I ,
(ii) a;b 2 I implies aCb 2 I ,
(iii) .a0Cb/0; .aCb0/0 2 I implies ..ac/0C .bc//0; ..ca/0C .cb//0 2 I .
Let IdR denote the set of all ideals of R, IdR the ideal lattice .IdR;/ of R, ConR
the set of all congruences on R and ConR the congruence lattice .ConR;/ of R.
This means that the ideals of a balanced near semiring R are in fact those Boolean
ideals of the corresponding Boolean algebra L.R/ which satisfy condition (iii).
Putting b D 0 in (iii) one obtains IR[RI  I .
Remark 2. It can be easily seen that if a balanced near semiring is a Boolean
algebra then the concepts of ideals coincide since then multiplication coincides with
meet.
Recall that a variety V is called congruence permutable if  ı˚ D ˚ ı for
all A 2 V and all ;˚ 2 ConA, congruence distributive if . _˚/^	 D . ^
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	/_ .˚ ^	/ for all A 2 V and all ;˚;	 2 ConA, arithmetical if it is both con-
gruence permutable and congruence distributive and congruence regular if for all
AD .A;F / 2 V and for all ;˚ 2 ConA, Œa D Œa˚ implies  D ˚ .
Remark 3. If R is a balanced near semiring then ConR is a sublattice of ConL.R/
and IdR is a sublattice of IdL.R/. Since the variety of Boolean algebras is arith-
metical and congruence regular, the same is true for the variety of balanced near
semirings (cf. [5]).
Due to the congruence regularity of R we have a one-to-one correspondence between
ideals of R and congruences on R.
Theorem 3. Let RD .R;C; ;0 ;0;1/ be a balanced near semiring. Then 7! Œ0
and I 7! .I / WD f.x;y/ 2 R2 j .x0C y/0C .xC y0/0 2 I g are mutually inverse
isomorphisms between ConR and IdR.
Proof. Let a;b;c 2R,  2 ConR and I 2 IdR.
Since  2 ConL.R/ we have Œ0 2 IdL.R/. Thus Œ0 satisfies (i) and (ii). Hence
we need only prove (iii). If .a0Cb/0; .aCb0/0 2 Œ0 then .a^b0/_ .a0^b/ 2 Œ0
and hence .a;b/ 2.Œ0/D. This shows .ac;bc/; .ca;cb/ 2 D.Œ0/ and
hence ..ac/0C.bc//0D .ac/^.bc/0 2 Œ0 and ..ca/0C.cb//0D .ca/^.cb/0 2 Œ0
proving (iii). This shows Œ0 2 IdR.
Since I 2 IdL.R/ we have .I / 2 ConL.R/. We need only prove the compat-
ibility of .I / with multiplication. If .a;b/ 2 .I / then .a0C b/0; .aC b0/0 2 I
and hence ..ac/0C .bc//0; ..ca/0C .cb//0 2 I and, due to symmetry, also ..ac/C
.bc/0/0; ..ca/C .cb/0/0 2 I . This shows
..ac/^ .bc/0/_ ..ac/0^ .bc//; ..ca/^ .cb/0/_ ..ca/0^ .cb// 2 I
and hence .ac;bc/; .ca;cb/ 2.I /. Therefore .I / 2 ConR.
The rest follows from Remarks 1 and 3. 
Remark 4. Theorem 3 shows that ideals of a balanced near semiring R coincide
with congruence kernels, not only within the underlying Boolean algebra L.R/ but
also within R itself.
In the following theorem we describe principal ideals in balanced near semirings.
If R D .R;C; ;0 ;0;1/ is a balanced near semiring and a;b 2 R then let .a;b/
denote the congruence on R generated by .a;b/ and I.a/ denote the principal ideal
of R generated by a. Moreover, let P1.R/ denote the set of all unary polynomial
functions on R.
Theorem 4. Let RD .R;C; ;0 ;0;1/ be a balanced near semiring and a 2R. Then
I.a/D fp.a/ j p 2 P1.R/;p.0/D 0g:
Proof. We first prove that I.a/ corresponds to .a;0/. Since Œ0.a;0/ is an
ideal of R containing a we have I.a/  Œ0.a;0/. Since .I.a// is a congruence
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on R containing .a;0/ we have .a;0/  .I.a//. Both assertions together show
that I.a/ corresponds to .a;0/. Now let b 2 R. Then b 2 I.a/ if and only if
.b;0/ 2.a;0/. Since the variety of balanced near semirings is congruence permut-
able, .a;0/ coincides with the least reflexive compatible relation R.a;0/ contain-
ing .a;0/ (cf. [10]). According to [3], .b;0/ 2 R.a;0/ if and only if there exists a
p 2 P1.R/ with .p.a/;p.0// D .b;0/. Hence b 2 I.a/ if and only if there exists a
p 2 P1.R/ with p.0/D 0 and p.a/D b completing the proof of the theorem. 
It is evident that IdR is a complete lattice with greatest element R and, accord-
ing to Theorem 3 with smallest element f0g. Moreover, meet coincides with set-
theoretical intersection and for I;J 2 IdR, I _ J is the ideal generated by I [ J .
Due to Theorem 3, IdR is isomorphic to ConR and hence algebraic.
We recall the concept of a pseudocomplement in a lattice LD .L;_;^/with smal-
lest element 0. The element b ofL is called the pseudocomplement of a 2L if b is the
greatest element x of L with a^x D 0. The lattice L is called pseudocomplemented
if every of its elements has a pseudocomplement.
Now we can prove the following:
Theorem 5. The ideal lattice of a balanced near semiring is pseudocomplemen-
ted.
Proof. Let RD .R;C; ;0 ;0;1/ be a balanced near semiring and I 2 IdR. Since R
is congruence distributive according to Remark 3, IdR is distributive. Since IdR is
also algebraic, meet distributes over arbitrary joins (see e.g. [8]). If S WD fJ 2 IdR j
I ^J D f0gg and K WDWS then
I ^K D I ^
_
S D
_
fI ^J j J 2 Sg D
_
f0g D f0g
which shows that K is the greatest element of .S;/ and hence the pseodocomple-
ment of I . 
In the following let I denote the pseudocomplement of the ideal I of R in IdR.
Recall the concept of factor congruences of an algebra. Let A D .A;F / be an
algebra and ;˚ 2 ConA. Then .;˚/ is called a pair of factor congruences of A
if x 7! .Œx; Œx˚/ is an isomorphism from A to .A=/ .A=˚/. It is well-known
that this is equivalent to the fact that  ı˚ D ˚ ı, _˚ Dr and ^˚ D.
Definition 3. Let R be a balanced near semiring and I;J 2 IdR. Then we call
.I;J / a pair of factor ideals of R if ..I /;.J // is a pair of factor congruences of
R.
Theorem 6. Let RD .R;C; ;0 ;0;1/ be a balanced near semiring and a 2R. Then
.I.a/;I.a0// is a pair of factor ideals of R if and only if I.a/\I.a0/D f0g.
Proof. From Theorem 3 we know that I 7! .I / is an isomorphism from IdR
to ConR and from Remark 3 we have that any two congruences of R commute.
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Moreover, I.a/_I.a0/DR since 1D aCa0 2 I.a/_I.a0/. Hence .I.a/;I.a0// is a
pair of factor ideals of R if and only if .I.a//\.I.a0//D, i.e. I.a/\ I.a0/D
f0g. 
Corollary 2. Let RD .R;C; ;0 ;0;1/ be a balanced near semiring. Then for each
x 2R, .I.x/;I.x0// is a pair of factor ideals of R if and only if the following condition
is satisfied:
If x 2R;p;q 2 P1.R/;p.0/D q.0/D 0 and p.x/D q.x0/ then p.x/D 0: (0.6)
Proof. Let a 2 R. According to Theorem 6, .I.a/;I.a0// is a pair of factor ideals
of R if and only if I.a/\ I.a0/D f0g. If I.a/\ I.a0/D f0g, p;q 2 P1.R/, p.0/D
q.0/D 0 and p.a/D q.a0/ then, according to Theorem 4, p.a/ 2 I.a/ and q.a0/ 2
I.a0/ and hence p.a/D 0, i.e. (0.6) holds. If, conversely (0.6) holds and b 2 I.a/\
I.a0/ then, again according to Theorem 4, there exist p;q 2P1.R/with p.a/D b and
q.a0/D b whence b D p.a/D 0 according to (0.6) showing I.a/\I.a0/D f0g. 
Remark 5. In case jBj > 2 the balanced near semiring from Example 2 does not
satisfy (0.6) since for a 2 B n f0;1g and p.x/ D q.x/ WD xa for all x 2 B we have
p;q 2 P1.B/, p.0/D q.0/D 0aD 0 and p.a/D aaD aD a0aD q.a0/, but p.a/D
a¤ 0. On the contrary, consider the balanced near semiring from Example 1 which is
in fact a Boolean algebra. Since Boolean algebras are in one-to-one correspondence
with unitary Boolean rings and every unary polynomial function in a Boolean ring
is of the form p.x/ D bxC c for some b;c 2 B , where C denotes the symmetric
difference, we can rewrite it in the language of Boolean algebras as p.x/D .x^d/_
.x0 ^ e/_ f for some d;e;f 2 B . Since we ask p.0/ D 0, we obtain e _ f D 0
whence eD f D 0, i.e. p.x/D x^d . If now a 2B , p.x/D x^d and q.x/D x^g
with some g 2 B and p.a/D q.a0/ then p.a/D p.a/^q.a0/  a^a0 D 0 proving
that (0.6) holds in this case.
Definition 4. We define the annihilator Ann.A/ of a subset A of a balanced near
semiring RD .R;C; ;0 ;0;1/ as the greatest ideal I of R with I \A f0g if this ideal
exists. We will write Ann.a/ instead of Ann.fag/.
Ann.A/ need not exist as the following example shows:
Example 3. In the four-element Boolean algebra considered as a balanced near
semiring RD .f0;a;a0;1g;C; ;0;1/ with join as addition and meet as multiplication
Ann.1/ does not exist since the ideals I of R with I \f1g  f0g are f0g, f0;ag and
f0;a0g and none of them is the greatest one.
We have Ann.¿/DAnn.0/DR, Ann.R/D f0g and if AB R and Ann.A/
and Ann.B/ exist then Ann.B/ Ann.A/.
As mentioned above, IdR is infinitely join-distributive. Hence for an ideal I of R
the annihilator Ann.I / of I always exists and coincides with I. For annihilators of
ideals we have the following easy results:
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Proposition 1. Let RD .R;C; ;0 ;0;1/ be a balanced near semiring, I 2 IdR and
a 2R. Then the following hold:
(i) I  Ann.Ann.I //
(ii) Ann.Ann.Ann.I ///D Ann.I /
(iii) .I;Ann.I // is a pair of factor ideals of R if and only if I _Ann.I /DR.
(iv) .I.a/;I.a0// is a pair of factor ideals of R if and only if a0 2 Ann.I.a//.
Proof. (i) and (iii) follow from I \Ann.I / D f0g. (ii) follows from (i) and
from the fact that Ann is antitone. (iv) follows from I.a/_ I.a0/ D R and from
the fact that the following are equivalent: I.a/\ I.a0/ D f0g, I.a0/  Ann.I.a//,
a0 2 Ann.I.a//. 
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